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Abstract

We propose an automated video editing model, which

we term contextual and multimodal video editing (CMVE).

The model leverages visual and textual metadata describing

videos, integrating essential information from both modal-

ities, and uses a learned editing style from a single exam-

ple video to coherently combine clips. The editing model

is useful for tasks such as generating news clip montages

and highlight reels given a text query that describes the

video storyline. The model exploits the perceptual similar-

ity between video frames, objects in videos and text descrip-

tions to emulate coherent video editing. Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk participants made judgements comparing CMVE

to expert human editing. Experimental results showed no

significant difference in the CMVE vs human edited video

in terms of matching the text query and the level of interest

each generates, suggesting CMVE is able to effectively inte-

grate semantic information across visual and textual modal-

ities and create perceptually coherent quality videos typi-

cal of human video editors. We publicly release an online

demonstration of our method.

1. Introduction

The explosion of consumer and professional videogra-

phy has brought with it a profound challenge to both com-

puter vision and language processing communities. Ex-

isting approaches to editing videos from large amounts of

raw footage involve the use of editing software to organize

footage, metadata associated with footage, and human ef-

fort [10]. However, editing video with existing video edit-

ing systems is a tedious and time-consuming effort, and re-

quires an editor with significant editing skills and creativity

[21].

∗These authors contributed equally

Video editing is often a field-specific creative effort.

For example, news content editing may rely on compila-

tions of source content while film editing is typically more

character- or story-reliant [28]. Once provided with a video

storyline (i.e., text query), which may include key char-

acters, actions and the causal relationships [14], and raw

footage, the primary set of tasks video editors complete in-

clude: aggregation of relevant footage, search of footage

for query-relevant clips, compilation of clips into a coher-

ent video and iterative correction of video (e.g., color cor-

rection, audio mixing) [22].

Recent efforts to automate video editing have focused

on improving individual aspects of the editing process. For

example, deep learning advancements in entity and ob-

ject recognition paired with semantic descriptions of visual

scenes have improved indexing and speed of retrieval of

task-relevant content from video collections [26, 30]. Vi-

sual style transfer algorithms have been used to describe

and enforce perceptual similarity in images and video [32].

Natural language embeddings have been useful in describ-

ing similarity of metadata [29].

Here we propose an integrated approach1 to automate

editing which utilizes deep learning advancements in ob-

ject detection, natural language processing (NLP), and per-

ceptual similarity to describe video content and models cre-

ative decision parameters learned through example videos.

Specifically, in this paper we:

• present a technique to construct a video from a set of

source clips through parsing a text query for relevant

entities and objects,

• describe a simple method to model video editing style

given a sample video, enforcing perceptual similarity,

object tracking, and the presence of important entities

1A public, online demonstration of our proposed model can be found
at: http://cmve.foveainsights.com

http://cmve.foveainsights.com 


Figure 1. System Overview - 1. Videos are processed to extract metadata, including visual, object, and entity data. 2. An input text query

is parsed for entity information and embedded using a universal sentence encoder. 3. Videos are split into clips, ranked by text embedding

and entity presence, and are compared to a reference clip to edit the final video, using a set of input film rules.

while allowing for creative, field-specific parameteri-

zation,

• demonstrate video editing applications using footage

from a news content collection to edit video specific to

short text queries,

• evaluate our model through human judgements of

CMVE- and human professionally-edited videos in

participants recruited on Amazon MTurk.

2. Related Work

2.1. Multimodal Reasoning

While past work used the spatial-temporal relation of ob-

jects in video for retrieval, allowing discrimination power

about different video criteria [30], recent research related to

multimodal video retrieval has focused on improving natu-

ral language descriptors [23] or extracting key events from

videos [31, 12]. Universal embeddings to measure seman-

tic similarity between two images have also been employed

successfully within domains of image processing with po-

tential to extend to video, but require large amounts of data

from multiple domains [9]. Similarly, deep learning ap-

proaches with collaborative interfaces between textual and

visual data in scenes have yielded encouraging results for

estimating similarity between images and sentences through

focusing on shared semantics [8].

2.2. Scene Coherency

Video editing first requires segmentation of videos into

scenes, followed by modeling the relationships between

scenes for a coherent video edit. Recent work in the area

has used shot similarity graphs to represent shots and their

boundaries using color and motion information [24]. Scene

graphs, through relating objects as nodes and the pairwise

relationships as edges, have yielded interpretable and accu-

rate results in real-world images [25]. While using objects

in video may provide an encouraging path to determine rel-

evancy of scenes while editing, automated methods have

previously focused on domain specific video clips and used

object detectors with limited vocabularies [3].

2.3. Modeling Editing Workflows

Video editing often requires complex workflows. In the

first stage, existing footage requires extensive searching,

bookmarking and reviewing to find key moments leveraging

metadata [11]. In the second stage, specific timepoints in

a scene are identified for cutting clips together seamlessly.

Achieving video coherence is typically the most tedious as-

pect of editing, requiring planning of how source clips can

be aligned effectively and how these clips will be chunked

together in the output video [21, 15]. Compositing, sound

mixing, overlays and other visual effects are planned at this

stage and relate to overall video coherency [22]. Finally,

a review phase of the final video is used to inform editors

whether the editing goal is achieved. Depending on project

deadline, collaborative input, and size of the video collec-

tion, this process is generally iterative.

Recent efforts to automate video editing have focused

on addressing the navigation phase through improving the

quality of search, video metadata, or interfaces, or improv-

ing the speed of creating visual effects and workflows dur-

ing editing. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose a

pipeline for automated editing where the goal is driven by a

planned storyline of the output video.

3. Video Model

Broadly, our video model MV outputs a video V and

takes input I, a collection of existing videos D, and a refer-

ence video V (R):

V = MV

(

I,D, V (R)
)

(1)

where the user input I = {w(I), If , Ic} is comprised of



a text query w(I) that describes the desired output video, a

set of film rules If , a set of input constraints Ic. The collec-

tion of videos D is indexed by i, where each element V (i) is

pair (v(i), w(i)), a video v(i) and associated text description

w(i).

To output a video that is edited comparably to a human,

our model must parse both the input text description of the

desired output video and the collection of videos that are

available to use. We use a combination of sentence encod-

ing, sentence segmentation, and named entity recognition

[16] to identify what a text is both generally and specifi-

cally about, and to create an outline for the final video for

our model to fill in. For video processing, CMVE uses tra-

ditional video metadata for filtering and deep learning net-

works to segment videos into individual clips, identify ob-

jects, and create perceptual profiles of each clip.

Given the textual and visual information passed into our

model, the model filters the collection for relevant videos,

subdivides the videos into clips, and uses both textual and

visual context to select the most appropriate reference clip

for a given sentence. The model then produces a linearly

weighted score for every remaining clip based on its corre-

sponding visual information in comparison to the reference

clip. The ranking of clips becomes the final order that is

edited together.

4. Algorithm

The aim of our model is to take an input text and edit

an appropriate video V to match that text, pulling from a

source collection of videos. The collection may be large

and contain videos that are unrelated or undesirable for the

final video. Initially, our algorithm proceeds by comparing

the input text to video metadata in order to narrow down

the large collection of videos to those that are related to

the input text. It then divides those videos into a set of

clips, analyzes a reference video for known entities and ob-

jects, and computes pairwise similarity weights with non-

reference clips. Finally, CMVE uses the learned similarity

weights to compute comparison scores for clips, selects the

highest ranking clips that match the input text and outputs

video V . Selected notation can be referenced in Supple-

mentary Table 4.

4.1. Ranking video descriptions

First, we consider global input constraints Ic, and filter

the videos in D to improve search quality:

MK :
{

1

(

w(I), w(i), Ic

)}

7→ T1, ∀ V (i) ∈ D (2)

where MK in our case uses an indicator function to filter

videos that meet a minimum duration threshold and whose

Figure 2. Text Embeddings - For the input text and the text de-

scriptions of a video, we calculate a 512− d vector for each using

the universal sentence encoder. Then we calculate the inner prod-

uct of each video’s text description vector against the input text

vector.

Figure 3. Named Entity Recognition - For each input script, the

named entity extraction model searches for entities of a given type

(’PERSON’) and then searches those entities for ones that match

given dependency tags (’nsubj’, ’dobj’, ’pobj’). Specifications fol-

low ClearNLP guidelines [27].

associated video descriptions w(i) contain the presence of

at least one word from w(I).

Next, we use a sentence encoding model, which gen-

erates a 512-dimensional embedding of text of varying

lengths [5], to rank n ∈ Ic most relevant videos descrip-

tions through:

ME : max
n

{Ew(I) · Ew(i)} 7→ T2, ∀w
(i) ∈ V (i) ∈ T1 (3)

where each human-generated text description w(i) ∈
V (i) in D is compared pairwise with the text query w(I).

Embeddings Ew(I) , Ew(i) ∈ R
512 are computed using a uni-

versal sentence encoder [5]. The distance between the two

embeddings is computed as a simple inner product (Fig.

2). The set of n most related video description embeddings

Ew(i) are used to define an ordered list of top videos T2 that

correspond to these descriptions.

4.2. Sentence parsing and clip segmentation

Sentence Parsing. We next define each sentence j of

input text w(I) to represent a distinct and complete visual

thought in the output video, using past work showing sen-



tences may be the minimum meaningful unit in defining in-

tervals of video [29] and in boundaries during natural con-

versation [19]. Using a syntactic parser trained on large

amounts of language data [16], we extract (Fig. 3) for each

visual thought w
(I)
j ∈ w(I):

1. expected duration d
(I)
j of video output for sentence j,

using an average speaking duration informed by obser-

vational data [17],

2. set of named entities E
(I)
j (e.g. ’John Doe’)

3. set of relevant dependency tags [27], e.g. nominal

subjects, direct objects, and objects of the preposition,

with respect to sentence j, Pj .

Clip Segmentation. We segment our video data into

clips with a clip segmentation model MC using function

C:

MC :
{

C

(

V (i), Ic

)}

7→ N, ∀ V (i) ∈ T2 (4)

where the output N is a set of m clips {C(1), . . . , C(m)}
grouped by ranked, parent videos V (i) in T2. Each clip is a

visually-uninterrupted segment from a video, often referred

to as a shot in filmmaking [24]. C uses a trained model [2] to

detect shots, and filters for shots meeting a confidence level

and minimum duration constraints specified in Ic. This pro-

cess is outlined in Supplementary Algorithm 2.

4.3. Clip metadata

For each clip C(m) in N we derive and process new as-

sociated metadata:

1. a clip thumbnail b(m),

2. a set of bounded objects O(m),

3. a set of unbounded objects U (m),

4. a set of recognizable entities E(m),

where b(m) is calculated as the midpoint frame of the

clip, and serves as an efficient, visual representation of the

clip for similarity analysis. Bounded object data O(m) in-

cluded only tangible objects, for example labels such as

“human” or “podium.” Unbounded data U (m) were scene

descriptors that were unable to be bounded but still recog-

nizable, such as “symbol” or “speech.” Entities E(m) are

defined as characters that are recognizable by a facial de-

tection and recognition framework by name, e.g. celebri-

ties, who are treated separately for the purpose of learning

semantic structure from clips. In our experiments, object

and entity detection data were generated from the same ob-

ject detection framework MO [1].

4.4. Training from a single sample

Given a single training sample comprising of a video

V (T ) and text query w(T ), we segment the video into clips

and learn the importance of perceptual and object similarity

within V (T ).

We first segment the video into clips C using the process

described in Eq. 4. Given by the importance of the first shot

in “setting up a scene,” [7, 18, 13] we label the first clip

as the reference clip C(R) = C(1) and calculate pairwise

scores s
(m)
p , s

(m)
b , s

(m)
u , representing the perceptual simi-

larity, the bounded object similarity, and the unbounded ob-

ject similarity of each remaining clip in {C(2), . . . , C(m)}
with respect to C(R) for m clips derived from V (T ) (Fig. 4).

Selected, early comparisons of news videos and non-news

videos showed high specificity in classifications across per-

ceptual and object similarity dimensions (Supplementary

Fig. 10).

4.4.1 Perceptual similarity

The relative perceptual similarity score s
(m)
p for a clip to a

reference clip is calculated first by using layer activations

from the AlexNet architecture [20]:

d(b(m), b(R)) =
∑

l

1

HlWl

∑

h,w

∥

∥

∥
wl ⊙

(

ŷ
(l)
hw − ŷ

(l)
0hw

)
∥

∥

∥

2

2

(5)

where the distance d is calculated for a pair of clips us-

ing the compared clip’s thumbnail b(m) and the reference

clip thumbnail b(R), using scaled activations channel-wise

by vector wl, and the layer activations ŷlhw and ŷl0hw at layer

l given dimensions Hl and Wl. We then map the distance

to a perceptual similarity score for the clips using a small

network:

s
(m)
p = 1− G

(

d(b(m), b(R))
)

(6)

where G is a 32-channel, fully-connected network that

maps the distance between two thumbnails to a judgement

of perceptual similarity ∈ (0, 1). We used the lin architec-

ture and training methods described by Zhang et al [32] to

learn this mapping.

Eq. 6 maps layer activations to human judgements of

differences between images, allowing CMVE to model

perceptually-driven editing decisions for clip selection.

4.4.2 Object similarity

For the reference clip and each compared clip we have a list

of bounded objects O(R) and O(m) respectively. We then

consider O(R)′ and O(m)′, vectors that represent the counts

of each unique object that exist in both clips.



The relative bounded object similarity score s
(m)
b for a

clip to a reference clip is calculated using lists of bounded

objects:

s
(m)
b =

∑N

n=1 |O
(m)′
n ||O

(R)′
n |

√

∑N

n=1 |O
(m)′
n |2

√

∑N

n=1 |O
(R)′
n |2

(7)

where N is total count of objects from O(m) ∪ O(R),

and we use the cosine similarity between the bounded ob-

ject count vectors O(m)′ for the compared clip and bounded

objects O(R)′ for the reference clip as the score.

We use same process to calculate an unbounded object

similarity score s
(m)
u :

s
(m)
u =

∑Y

i=1 |U
(m)′
i ||U

(R)′
i |

√

∑Y

i=1 |U
(m)′
i |2

√

∑Y

i=1 |U
(R)′
i |2

(8)

where Y is the total count of objects from U (m) ∪ U (R),

and the similarity between the between the unbounded ob-

ject count vectors U (m)′ for the compared clip and un-

bounded objects U (R)′ for the reference clip is computed.

4.4.3 Entity Overlap

A notable challenge in reasoning from and describing video

scenes which affects video editing is in understanding how

major characters or entities relate to each other in a scene

[25, 12]. This is a particular challenge when text queries

used to search video can include novel entities that are not

recognized by an object detection model. To account for

this mismatch, and learn the semantic style of a training

query w(T ) with j sentences. For each sentence w
(T )
j , we

first identify named entities E
(T )
j for that sentence as de-

scribed in in Section 4.2. We then consider for each clip

C(m) the entity metadata E(m) for that clip. We calculate an

entity overlap weight vector ew over all training sentences

as:

ec =<

(

∑

j |E
(T )
j ∩ E(m)|

j

)

p

>, ∀p ∈ Pj (9)

ew =<
exp(ec)
∑

exp(ec)
> (10)

where we count the detected entities in a clip that over-

lap with the input text query w(T ). Thus each index of ec

contains an average count of entities in the clip C(m) that

match that dependency tag Pj across all sentences of w(T ).

The entity overlap ew given a clip C(m) and a w
(T )
j is the

softmax score vector of counts by dependency tag, deter-

mined by size Pj . This is computed as an average across

Figure 4. Clip Scores - For each clip in T2, the perceptual,

bounded object, unbounded object, and entity scores, with regards

to the reference clip, are calculated and compiled into a score vec-

tor.

all clips in the training video, and defines the overlap of

known entities, by dependency tag, between the text query

and known objects in MO across all reference clips.

In this way, we use dependency tags to semantically link

objects that should be described in the output video, which

we source from w(T ), with known objects in an object de-

tection framework MO.

Finally, we arrive at the entity score se for a clip C(m) by

weighting dependency tag-grouped counts by ew:

s
(m)
e = ew· <

(

|E
(T )
j ∩ E(m)|

)

p
>, ∀p ∈ Pj (11)

for j, the parent sentence from a text query that corre-

sponds to a clip m. For each clip, the score is calculated

using relevant dependency tag weights, captured in ew, for

each tag p ∈ Pj .

4.4.4 Score vector

We calculate a score vector by transforming all calculated

scores, after averaging across non-reference clips, through

the softmax:

sw =<
exp(s)

∑

s exp(s)
>, ∀s ∈ s

(m)
p , s

(m)
b , s

(m)
u , s

(m)
e (12)

We use this weight vector of scores sw as a reference

in order to weight the importance of clip metadata when

editing a video from a novel, unseen input query.

4.5. Persentence clip rankings

Given an unseen input query w(I), list of ordered clips

T2, an entity profile vector ew, and a learned entity score



vector sw, we define the reference clip as the clip that has

the maximum entity score se (as computed in Eq. 11)

C(R) = argmax
C

(

s
(m)
e

)

, ∀ C(m) ∈ T2 (13)

where the reference clip C
(R)
j is selected for a given sen-

tence w
(I)
j .

Next, for each sentence j, we rank all other clips

{C(2), . . . , C(m)} in T2 by their weighted perceptual, ob-

ject and entity similarity, using the learned score vector

from Eq. 12 and the scores calculated in Eqs. 5-11:

s(m) = sw· < s
(m)
p , s

(m)
b , s

(m)
u , s

(m)
e > (14)

rank{s(m)} 7→ T3, ∀ C(m) ∈ T2, C
(m) 6= C(R) (15)

where s(m) is the weighted score of clip m, T3 is a set

of clips ranked by weighted similarity score with respect to

the reference clip C(R), in descending order. Because sw

is learned from a reference video, weights learned in this

framework capture the relative importance of perceptual,

object and entity similarity, defining a style for the edit. We

define a per-sentence ordered list of clips as NC :

NC = {C(R), C(1), ..., C(i)}, ∀ C ∈ T3 (16)

where i is the number of clips in T3.

4.6. Video editing

The final CMVE video V is edited using NC , for each

sentence:

MS(If , NC , d
(I)
j ) : Y (j) = {N

(j)
0 ⊕N

(j)
1 ...⊕N (j)

m } (17)

V = {Y (1) ∪ · · · ∪ Y (j)} (18)

where MS is a process which stitches together a sub-

video Y (j) for each sentence j of w
(I)
j . We use clip transi-

tions ⊕ specified in If (e.g. fade-in effect), and a duration

to threshold the number of clips per sentence, computed by

expected speaking duration of the sentence d
(I)
j .

The final video V is then stitched together as the union

of each sub-video Y (j). In our experiments, we defined a

cutoff for the number of clips m per sentence in If , but this

may also be learned from a reference clip.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental Settings

Dataset. We applied our framework on a news compi-

lation (NC) video dataset from the Associated Press News-

room [4]. Each video highlights the top stories of the day

in a short, 1-2 minute compilation video, and contains a

voice-over narration. We assessed videos released 08-18-

2020 to 08-27-2020, chosen randomly across a variety of

topics relevant to the US news market: on the COVID-

19 pandemic (“Covid”), Hurricane Laura (“Hurricane”),

protests on racial injustice (“Protests”), the United States

Postal Service (“USPS”), the Republican National Con-

vention (“RNC”) and the Democratic National Convention

(“DNC”). We chose 2 videos for each topic for a total of

12 videos, each containing a text script w(I) with two sen-

tences. Each video was edited by a human editor, ranged in

duration from 11-28 seconds, and contained 2-5 individual

clips. While we did not have access to all of the source clips

available to the human editor, D is comprised of 1, 493 news

clips of varying style and source content. Video details are

provided in Supplementary Table 1.

Model Training. First, we define the reference clip

for each training sample (i.e. human-edited video) as the

first clip after segmenting using MC [2]. Based on past

work suggesting the importance of using subject and ob-

ject of an image in connection to video semantics [31],

we fix Pj to be a vector of nominal subject, direct object

and object of the preposition for sentences j and j − 1,

Pj =< nsubjj , dobjj , pobjj , nsubjj−1, dobjj−1, pobjj−1 >

[27]. For the first sentence, values corresponding to the pre-

vious sentence are set to 0. We calculate s
(m)
p , s

(m)
b , s

(m)
u

and s
(m)
e for each non-reference clip using Eqs. 5-12. Due

to the small training sample dataset size, we average the

weight vector calculated using Eq 12 first across all clips

within a training sample video, and then across all training

sample videos. This learned sw is used to edit videos from

a larger collection of videos D.

The number of T1 collection videos considered for each

training sample ranged from 39-182, and the number of

clips segmented by MC ranged from 140-242. Each video

in T1 had a human-annotated description of approximately

5 sentences in length that described the content of the video,

which we use to rank through Eq 3, using training sample

video scripts as w(I). Clip metadata was generated using

AWS Rekognition [1], resulting in b(m), O(m), U (m), and

E(m). For each sentence w
(I)
j of the training sample query,

we define reference clips C
(R)
j for sentence j using Eq. 13.

Next, for all other clips x from T1 we calculate s
(x)
p , s

(x)
b ,

s
(x)
u and s

(x)
e as described in Eqs. 5-12 and calculate the dot

product with sw to compute a weighted score using Eq 14,

rank clips using Eq. 15 and arrive at the CMVE edit using

Eq. 18.

Study. We conducted a human subject study using Ama-

zon MTurk to compare CMVE videos to those edited by

human editors in the above training samples. We recruited

N = 80 study participants (Mean age = 42.8, 50 males, 23

females, and 7 unknown). Participants were chosen from a



Figure 5. Example of a human edited video side by side with a CMVE edited video. The text prompt is the voice over script for the video,

and the input text w(I) to CMVE. Highlighted names “Hillary Clinton” and “Barack Obama” are known entities in E
(I)
j are matched to

clips that are edited into the video.

pool of US residents. Each participant was informed that

they would be shown a piece of text and a video meant

to correspond to that text. Participants were surveyed after

each video about the quality of the video and their viewing

experience.

In total, we compared 24 videos: two edits (CVME and

“Human”) of 12 videos, corresponding to the topics chosen

for the trained model, with two videos belonging to each

topic. Because we used a limited set of clips for the CMVE-

edited videos, not all footage from the ground truth edits

were available for automated editing, posing a challenge for

CMVE. Each participant was shown one video from each of

the 6 topics, and were not informed as to whether the videos

were human- or CMVE-edited.

Eight questions were displayed after each video assess-

ing the overall quality of video and audio, as well as specific

aspects of the viewing experience. The primary evaluation

metric was whether participants rated the quality of CMVE

differently than human edited video. Participants were re-

quired to answer all questions on all videos in order to com-

plete the study. A brief demographic survey was collected at

the end of the study, including questions about each partic-

ipants weekly print and video news viewing habits. Partici-

pant demographics can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

5.2. Results

We arrived at the following, learned, ew and sw which

specify an interpretable, “editing style” from reference

videos:

ew =< 0.60, 0.11, 0.06, 0.10, 0.06, 0.06 > (19)

sw =< 0.22, 0.31, 0.28, 0.19 > (20)

where ew suggests reliance on the current sentence, over-

lapping, nominal subject entity in the NC dataset. Fur-

thermore, sw reinforces a relatively greater reliance on ob-

ject similarity, over perceptual similarity, for a news editing

style. Because news video is often sourced from multiple

clips and compilation-style edits are ubiquitous [6], objects

may be more important in determining style for video co-

herency than perceptual similarity of color profiles.

The primary evaluation metric was whether participants

rated the quality of CMVE differently than human edited

(“Human”) video. Figure 6 shows the ratings in our pri-

mary outcomes of interest. There was, on average, < 5%
rating difference between CMVE and “Human” ratings in 6

topics of news videos, averaged across two videos per topic.

The difference was largest in the “dnc” topic, and lowest for

“hurricane.”

Two-way repeated measure analyses of variance

(ANOVAs) were conducted to evaluate the effect of edi-

tor and video topic on quality ratings. We found a signif-

icant main effect of editor for question 3 (“I would expect

to see this on a news channel”), F(1, 453) = 4.906, p = .027,

and question 6 (“The video was informative”), F(1, 454) =

4.840, p = .028. Additionally, there was a significant in-

teraction between editor and video for question 1 (“Please

rate the overall quality of the video”), F(5, 456) = 2.652,

p = .022, and question 7 (“The video was interesting.”),

F(5, 451) = 3.543, p = .004. All other effects were non-

significant.

CMVE shows competitive performance with human

edited videos in compilation-style edits. Despite using dif-

ferent and fewer source clips than a professional human edi-

tor, CMVE edits generated statistically insignificant quality

ratings in a majority of video topics. While we were un-

able to verify the amount of time required for a human to

edit our training sample videos, CMVE performed the most



Figure 6. MTurk Results - Quality rating results (top) across 6 topics edited with CMVE and compared with Human edits. The mean

difference between CMVE and Human (more human preference = greater negative value) vs. the presence of a known entity in the

input text query w
(I), as recognized by the object recognition model MO (bottom). Complete experimental results can be found in the

supplementary materials. Error bars show standard error of the mean.

time-intensive steps of ranking (Eq. 3) in 55.5 seconds and

stitching (Eq. 17) in 35.5 seconds on average, per video, on

a CPU (AWS Graviton Processor with 3008 RAM).

We next consider our hypothesis that entity overlapping

information provides a semantically meaningful way to link

text queries to known objects in MO is shown in the bottom

panel of Figure 6. Two-way repeated measure ANOVAs

were conducted to evaluate the effect of entity presence and

video topic on quality ratings and found no significant main

effect for all questions, though the presence of a known en-

tity in the CMVE edit (modeled in Eq. 10) appeared to in-

fluence the relative rating in some judgements. While the

results did not definitively confirm our hypothesis, we pro-

pose future research with larger sample sizes across video

domains (e.g., film, news, education), which may be infor-

mative about the importance of entities and objects in per-

ceived video coherency.

6. Limitations

While CMVE models object coherency across clips

composing a video, a major limitation of our current frame-

work is the inability to model temporal relationships be-

tween clips. Furthermore, assessment of CMVE proved

challenging due to the creative nature of video editing. Mul-

tiple video edits from a given text query can yield the same

perceptual quality ratings, proving the relative judgement of

edits difficult. We propose future datasets prioritize multi-

ple ground-truth video edits for a given text prompt, which

will allow automated editing pipelines to better model the

complex nature of creativity.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed an integrated method to automate

video editing, termed CMVE, using a text query, videos

with descriptions, and a reference video and text query.

This method uses perceptual similarity, object similarity

and overlap between entities in the reference text query

and an object recognition model to compare and rank video

clips. We found competitive results when comparing human

participant ratings of CMVE edits to human edited videos in

a small training sample of news compilation videos, despite

using different video sources to tell the same story.
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